Nanowire superconducting single-photon detectors (SSPDs) consist of a superconducting wire of nanoscale cross-section [1], typically 4×100 nm 2 . A current close to the device critical current renders the nanowire sensitive to single photons. SSPDs are known for their high efficiency, low jitter, low dark count rate and fast reset time. An important challenge for future application of SSPDs is to extend the useful wavelength range towards the infrared without comprising detector speed or dark count rate. To this end, we explore optical designs with wider nanowires that utilize efficient detection of single photons at the edge of the nanowire. Silicon nanowires on top of a NbN nanowire increase both the calculated total absorption and the internal detection efficiency significantly compared to a standard meandering wire geometry.
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To explore the detection mechanism in SSPDs we measure the response of a NbN nanowire as a function of average input power or mean photon number of a coherent state and apply quantum detector tomography. This tomography procedure constitutes an inversion that separates photon absorption efficiency from a set of internal detection efficiencies for specific photon number states. The absorption efficiency depends on the optical design of the detector, while the internal detection efficiencies are governed by the physics of the detection mechanism.
In our experiments we combine photon polarization with detector tomography using a cryostat with freespace optical access operating at a base temperature of 3.2 K and find internal detection efficiencies that depend on polarization. This should be contrasted to the well-known polarization dependent absorption of arrays of parallel wires. Finite-difference-time-domain simulation for a thin NbN wire show that light polarized perpendicular to the wire is predominantly absorbed in the center of the wire, while light polarized parallel to the wire is absorbed uniform across the wire. The observed polarization dependence and wavelength dependence can be quantitatively understood if the the edges of NbN SSPDs are more sensitive to single photons than the central part of a 150 nm wide NbN nanowire [2] . These edges extend approximately 30-40 nm into the wire, i.e. comparable to the diffusion length of quasiparticles in the superconductor.
We propose an optimized design for nanowire superconducting single photon detectors, using the position dependent detection efficiency. These calculations predict a trade-off between average absorption and the edge effect leading to a predicted optimal wire width close to 100 nm for a wavelength of 1550 nm, which drops to 50 nm wire width for a wavelength of 600 nm. The absorption at the edges can be further enhanced by using dielectric structures on top of the superconducting nanowire, which improves both the total absorption efficiency as well as the internal detection efficiency of meandering wire structures. We use nanowires of silicon (refractive index n = 3.45 at 1550 nm wavelength) in between and on top of the NbN nanowire to further enhance absorption and to redirect the optical field towards the edges of the NbN nanowire where single photon detection is more efficient. A close to optimum geometry is obtained with a Si layer of h = 30 nm thickness shaped into d = 50 nm wide Si wires on top of the 150 nm wide NbN nanowire. The absorption efficiency is enhanced by 30%, while the internal detection efficiency is enhanced by 70% compared to the bare NbN nanowire design [3] . 
